
Introduction

The Trade Descriptions Act 2011 (“New TDA”) has effectively come
into force on 1 November 2011. The New TDA seeks to reform the
law on trade descriptions by repealing the Trade Descriptions Act
1972 (“Old TDA”). The New TDA, like its predecessor, is enacted to
promote good trade practices in the market by prohibiting false trade
descriptions and false or misleading statements, conduct and practices
in relation to the supply of goods and services, thereby protecting the
interest of consumers.

This article sets out to highlight some of the key provisions in the New
TDA that every trade mark owner should be aware of when protecting
their trade marks in Malaysia.

Methods to Enforce Trade Mark Rights

In Malaysia, there are several methods in which a trade mark owner
can use to enforce and protect his rights. One of the most common
methods is by initiating a civil action against the trade mark infringers.
However, civil action is usually expensive, time consuming and it
places the burden of proof on the trade mark owners to establish their
case. In most cases, trade mark owners usually prefer to stop the in-
fringement immediately in the most cost effective manner.

As a first step, the trade mark owners may issue a letter of demand or
what is commonly known as a “cease and desist letter” to the infring-
ers stating the trade mark owners’ rights and how those rights have
been infringed by the infringers. Issuing a cease and desist letter has
proven to be quite effective in stopping further infringement. Howev-
er, if the infringers deny their infringing acts, the trade mark owners
may resort to civil action under the Trade Marks Act 1976. The trade
mark owners may also apply for an injunction to restrain further in-
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fringement or an order for delivery up of the
infringing goods. In addition, the Trade Marks
Act 1976 also provides a remedy for border
measures control in which it allows the trade
mark owners (with the co-operation from the
Royal Malaysian Customs Department) to stop
the importation of counterfeit goods into the
country.

Similarly, like the Old TDA, the New TDA
also provides for certain criminal remedies
which would allow the trade mark owners to
stop their trade marks from being misused as
false trade descriptions. Trade mark owners
may apply for a Trade Description Order
(“TDO”), which is basically a declaratory order
granted by the High Court declaring that a trade
mark or get-up used by an infringer amounts to
a false trade description. The TDO empowers
the officers from the Ministry of Domestic
Trade, Cooperatives and Consumerism
(“MDTCC”) to receive official complaints from
the trade mark owners and to raid and seize
goods to which a false trade description has
been applied.

As a TDO is applied on an ex parte basis with-
out having to call the respondent to the court,
this lessens the procedures usually associated
with injunctions and thus it saves substantial
time and cost for the applicant. Besides, the
enforcement and prosecution of the offence are
carried out by the MDTCC at minimal cost to
the registered trade mark owners. As a result,
an action under the TDO has proven to be the
most commonly used and cost effective way in
curbing the sale of counterfeit goods.

“Trade Description”

A trade mark owner should be aware that the
New TDA expressly defines a “trade descrip-
tion” to include an indication, whether direct or
indirect, and by any means given, in respect of
any goods or parts of goods relating to any
rights in respect of trade marks registered under

the Trade Marks Act 1976. A “false trade de-
scription” is a trade description which is false to
a material degree or is misleading.

Under the New TDA, it is an offence for any
person who applies a false trade description to
any goods as if the goods were subject to any
rights relating to a registered trade mark, or
who supplies or offers to supply, exposes for
supply or has in his possession, custody or con-
trol for supply any goods to which a false trade
description is applied as if the goods were sub-
ject to any rights relating to a registered trade
mark. Upon conviction, the person will be lia-
ble to a hefty fine or imprisonment or both.

Key Features of the New TDA

One of the key features under the New TDA is
that only registered trade mark owners in Ma-
laysia can apply for a TDO. Previously, under
the Old TDA, any trade mark owners who have
not registered their trade marks in Malaysia
were allowed to enforce their common law
trade mark rights through the TDO. It appears
that the Parliament has decided to restrict the
right to the TDO, to only trade mark owners
who have registered their trade marks in Malay-
sia. No explanation was proffered for such a
radical move. It should be noted that the Old
TDA was modelled upon the UK Trade De-
scriptions Act 1968 and the UK law still allows
common law trade mark owners to enforce their
rights regardless of whether they have a regis-
tered trade mark in the UK. In the light of these
changes, trade mark owners should ensure that
their trade marks are duly registered in Malay-
sia in order to protect their rights and interest.

The validity period of a TDO has also been
reduced from 5 years under the Old TDA to 1
year under the New TDA. Although the TDO
can be renewed for a further period as may be
determined by the court, this would incur fur-
ther cost and time to the trade mark owners. As
such, the trade mark owners who have obtained
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a TDO from the court should initiate the en-
forcement action as soon as possible rather than
procrastinate.

It should be noted that the TDO is only required
in cases where the trade mark or get-up used by
the infringer is not identical but can be passed
off as a registered trade mark. A TDO, once
granted, shall be taken as conclusive proof of a
false trade description. Due to its far reaching
effects, the courts have held that a TDO will
only be granted if an applicant can identify with
clear certainty the material similarity between
the registered trade mark and the infringing
trade mark and to show how the infringer has
applied the infringing trade mark on his goods
which constitutes a false trade description.

In cases of exact imitation (i.e. identical trade
mark is used on the infringing goods), there is
now an express presumption under the New
TDA that the person is deemed to have applied,
supplied or offered to supply goods bearing a
false trade description unless the contrary is
proved. A TDO is not therefore necessarily
required where the trade marks are identical
with each other. However, having a TDO will
usually speed up the enforcement action.

False or Misleading Statements in Advertise-
ments and Contests

In a bid to curb fraudulent business practices,
the New TDA introduces provisions as to the
use of false or misleading statements in adver-
tisements in relation to goods or services. Inter-
estingly, it places the burden on the person who
is charged with such an offence to prove that
the statement made by him is true or not mis-
leading, a shift of the burden of proof rarely
seen, if ever, in the criminal justice system.

From 2009 to 2011, 1,703 complaints with re-
gard to sham contests and fraudulent games
were lodged with the MDTCC. To address this
problem, a new provision that seeks to curb
false or misleading statement in relation to con-

tests and games was introduced in the New
TDA. It is now an offence for any person to
make a false or misleading statement that the
goods or services offered by him are able to
facilitate winning in any contest or game of
chance, or to make a statement that a person has
already won, or will win a prize or other equiv-
alent benefit where in fact there is no such prize
or equivalent benefit or to require the person
claiming the prize or equivalent benefit to pay
money or to satisfy some unreasonable condi-
tions. It is hoped that this provision will deter
people from running sham contests, something
that happens quite often here in Malaysia.

Other New Features under the New TDA

The New TDA also introduces several new
provisions in addition to those that were already
in existence under the Old TDA. A person who
is found to have in his possession three or more
of the same goods of similar description and
bearing the same trade description is deemed to
have in his possession, such goods for supply.
The definition of “supply” has been extended to
cover supply through electronic means such as
the buying and selling of goods over the Inter-
net. There is a new defence of personal or do-
mestic use but this defence is only afforded to
individuals and not body corporates.

Tipping-off by disclosing information to any
other person which is likely to prejudice the
investigation by the relevant authority is now
an offence. To assist with the investigation and
prosecution, the evidence of an agent provoca-
teur is now admissible in court. Informers or
whistle-blowers will also be rewarded for
providing information or evidence which leads
to the conviction of offenders. The reward will
be in the form of a monetary payment to be
deducted from the fine.

The New TDA also empowers the Minister of
MDTCC to assign definite meanings to any
expressions or descriptions used in relation to
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the goods or services or in the course of trade or
business. The Minister also has the power to
appoint competent regulatory bodies as the ex-
clusive awarding body of a particular expres-
sion or description. It has been reported that
this new provision would facilitate the Malaysi-
an Islamic Development Department (JAKIM)
and State Islamic Religious Councils to issue
Halal certificates, in an effort to standardise the
issuance of Halal certificates in the country.

Hefty Penalties for Offences

The penalties for offences have also increased
substantially. In the case of false trade descrip-
tions, a body corporate may face a fine of up to
RM15,000 for each goods bearing the false
trade description and for the second and subse-
quent offences, to a fine of up to RM30,000 for
each goods bearing the false trade description.
An individual may face a fine of up to
RM10,000 for each goods bearing the false
trade description or imprisonment of up to 3
years or both and for the second and subsequent
offences, to a fine of up to RM20,000 for each
goods bearing the false trade description or to
imprisonment of up to 5 years or both.

In the case of false or misleading statements in
advertisements and contests, the fine is up to
RM500,000 for the first offence and
RM1,000,000 for the second or subsequent
offence (for body corporates) and a fine of up
to RM250,000 or imprisonment of up to 3 years
or both for the first offence and RM500,000 or
imprisonment of up to 5 years or both for the
second and subsequent offences (for individu-
als).

Directors and officers of the company may also
be severally and jointly liable to a hefty fine
and punishment unless they can prove that the
offence was committed without their
knowledge, consent or connivance and that they
had taken all reasonable precautions and exer-
cised due diligence to prevent the commission
of the offence.

Conclusion

Like its predecessor, the New TDA continues to
provide for the administrative enforcement/
quasi-judicial alternative to trade mark infringe-
ment actions and to regulate the descriptions
and indications that are applied and used in
relation to goods and services. It appears that
while the New TDA provides a much wider
scope of protection, it also surprisingly limits
some of the prominent features that were previ-
ously found in the Old TDA.

Whilst it is noted that the Government’s initia-
tive in strengthening the law to curb fraudulent
business practices and to provide stronger pro-
tection to trade mark owners is laudable, it is
unfortunate that the New TDA has withdrawn
protection previously accorded to common law
trade mark owners who have yet to register
their trade marks under the Trade Marks Act
1976. One can only hope that this was an inad-
vertent oversight on the part of Parliament,
which will be rectified in due course, and hope-
fully, in the not too distant future.

Edwin Lee Yong Cieh
Associate
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Philip Morris International Ltd. (“Philip Mor-
ris”) recently won a lawsuit in Singapore
against a former employee who claimed she
was wrongfully fired after alleging unlawful
marketing activities by Philip Morris . The
case, reported as Chan Miu v Philip Morris
Singapore Pte Ltd (2011) SGHC 161 (the
“Philip Morris Case”) raised an interesting
point of law-whether it is open to a former em-
ployee who was dismissed in accordance with
the terms of the employment contract to pursue
a claim for damages against an employer
founded on allegations that the dismissal was
made unfairly and in bad faith.

The facts of the Philip Morris Case

Briefly, the employee had a written contract of
employment with the employer, which provid-
ed amongst others, for  express termination and
a discretionary variable bonus (“Bonus”). The
employer terminated the employee’s employ-
ment for reasons of poor work performance by
paying the employee salary in lieu of notice. It
was not disputed that the termination clause
was complied with. However, the employee
commenced an action against the employer for
damages on the grounds that the dismissal was
unfair as to the manner in which she was termi-
nated and was made in bad faith as the termina-
tion was motivated by retaliation, the result of
which had deprived the employee of the oppor-
tunity to receive the Bonus. Philip Morris
sought to strike off the claim on the basis that
the claim was not recognized under Singapore
law and/or was frivolous, vexatious and an
abuse of proceedings.

The key issues that arose before the Singapore
High Court (“Court”) were:

(i) whether implied terms existed in a con-
tract, that the employer would treat an
employee fairly in the manner of dis-
missal and that the employer would not
exercise the contractual right to termi-
nate an employment contract in bad
faith, and accordingly, that there was a
breach of those implied terms; and

(ii) whether the employee was deprived of
the opportunity to earn the Bonus as a
result of the unfair dismissal/dismissal
in bad faith.

On point (i) above, the Court was not prepared
to strike-off the employee’s claim as it was of
the view that the implied terms could exist un-

der law i.e. that the courts could imply a term
into every contract to protect employees from
being unfairly dismissed and/or that the em-
ployer would not exercise a contractual right to
terminate an employment contract in bad faith.
The case was however struck- off under point
(ii) above for being frivolous, vexatious and an
abuse of proceedings as the Court found that
the termination by Philip Morris had not de-
prived the employee of anything that she was
contractually entitled to receive under the em-
ployment contract.

The Malaysian perspective

Does Malaysian law recognize the existence of
implied terms in a contract, i.e. that the employ-
er will treat an employee fairly in the manner of
dismissal and that the employer will not exer-
cise the contractual right to terminate an em-
ployment contract in bad faith?

In Malaysia, an employee who is aggrieved by
a termination or dismissal from employment
may bring an action in the Industrial Court pur-
suant to Section 20 of the Industrial Relations
Act 1967 (“IRA”) to seek reinstatement, or in a
civil court, for damages.

Proceedings in the Industrial Court

The Industrial Court when adjudicating on an
unfair dismissal is charged with the duty of
considering if the termination or dismissal is
made with ‘just cause and excuse’. This means
an employee cannot be terminated at will by the
employer. In other words, whether an employer
is terminating an employee’s employment con-
tract by serving the contractually agreed notice
period, or the employer is dismissing someone
on the spot, the employer must be able to show
that the termination or dismissal is with just
cause or excuse. The IRA does not define ‘just
cause or excuse’ but the courts have held mis-
conduct, poor performance, breach of contract,
redundancy, or retrenchment to constitute just
cause or excuse for dismissal, if substantiated.
The burden of proof rests on the employer to
prove that the termination or dismissal is with
just cause or excuse. There are two basic ele-
ments that must be present when determining
whether a dismissal is with just cause or ex-
cuse. The first is that the employer must be able
to show that the dismissal was substantively
fair, meaning that there must be a reason such
as poor performance, misconduct etc. which
gave rise to the decision to dismiss the employ-
ee. The second element is procedural fairness
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i.e. the practical implementation of the dismis-
sal process. For example, in the case of dismis-
sal for poor performance, the employer should
give the employee fair warnings, an opportunity
to improve and only when the employee shows
no improvement, would the employer then have
established a ground for dismissal. Where the
cause of dismissal is misconduct, the employer
is generally expected to carry out a domestic
inquiry. Indeed, this requirement is mandatory
for employees covered by the Employment Act
1955. Apart from the above elements, where
bad faith is alleged, the court may also look
behind a termination or dismissal to ascertain
the predominant motive for the termination or
dismissal and to ensure that it is not used as a
cloak to disguise an attempt at victimization, an
unfair labor practice or any other act of bad
faith. Simply put, the termination or dismissal
must be motivated by a bona fide business deci-
sion, such as disciplinary or performance rea-
sons, a surplus of workers, or the cessation and
sale of a business. Based on the above, dismis-
sals made unfairly and in bad faith can be suffi-
cient grounds on which an employee can seek a
reference to the Industrial Court.

The primary remedy offered by the Industrial
Court is usually reinstatement although the de-
cision as to whether or not to order reinstate-
ment will depend on the practicability of issu-
ing such an order. If the making of such an or-
der proves to be impracticable, then compensa-
tion might be ordered in lieu of reinstatement.

Proceedings in the civil court

An employee can only institute a civil claim for
damages against an employer if there is a
breach by his employer, of the contract of em-
ployment. This means that the purported dis-
missal must be in contravention of a term
(whether express or implied) of the employ-
ment contract. A claim  for damages will be
upheld provided that the employee can prove
loss, which is generally limited to the loss of
emoluments which an employee would have
been contractually entitled to receive under a
contract of employment. However there are
indications from common law cases that in a
breach of contract, damages may also be recov-
erable for loss in employment prospects [see
Malik v Bank of Credit and Commerce Interna-
tional SA (In Liquidation) (1997) 3AER 1HL]
or mental distress [see Whelan v Waitaki Meats
(1991) 3 NZLR 750 HC] caused by unfair/bad

faith dismissals. It remains to be seen if Malay-
sian courts will follow suit. A remedy  in dam-
ages is usually the preferred course of action for
an employee who does not seek reinstatement
but otherwise claims that a termination/
dismissal has breached an employment con-
tract.

An employee who seeks to claim for damages
against an employer for having been dismissed
in an unfair manner and in bad faith must prove
breach of contract by the employer. To prove
such breach, similar to the Philip Morris Case,
the employee’s claim would  need to be prem-
ised on the presupposition that there exist im-
plied terms in a  contract of employment, that
the employer will treat an employee fairly in
the manner of dismissal and will not exercise a
contractual right to terminate the contract in
bad faith, and that there was a breach of those
implied terms by the employer. The issue is
then whether such implied terms are recognized
under Malaysian law. Presently, the courts in
Malaysia have not to date had the opportunity
to address such an issue in employment con-
tracts.

The courts in Malaysia have also recognized
the common law principle of the implied term
of mutual trust and confidence developed by
English courts. In general, the term imposes an
implied obligation on the part of the employer
or employee to behave reasonably and fairly
when dealing with each other, so as not to,
without reasonable and proper cause, conduct
oneself in a manner likely to destroy or serious-
ly damage the relationship of confidence and
trust between themselves. For example, em-
ployees have a duty to perform their employ-
ment duties faithfully and competently to the
employer and to not do anything incompatible
with such  employment. In the case of employ-
ers, there is a duty to treat an employee fairly
and reasonably during employment and where
dismissal is inevitable, to carry  it out in a justi-
fiable manner. The type of behavior that in-
fringes upon the implied term of trust and con-
fidence is a question of fact which is left to the
courts to determine. A breach of this implied
term by either party is a breach of contract that
would entitle the wronged party to claim for
damages.

In Malaysia, the implied term of mutual trust
and confidence is commonly used by employ-
ees to establish a case for constructive dismissal
when seeking a reference to the Industrial
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Court. Transfers made in bad faith, unsubstanti-
ated demotion, reduction in salary, removal of
duties, unilateral variation of contracts are some
examples of employer behavior held to have
breached the implied term of mutual trust and
confidence. The term has however not been
considered in the context of termination or dis-
missals made in an unfair manner or in bad
faith. Nevertheless, common law courts have
recognized that the implied term that an em-
ployer will not dismiss an employee unfairly
and in bad faith can be developed from the im-
plied term of mutual trust and confidence [see
judgment of Lord Steyn in Johnson v Unisys
Ltd (2001) 2 All  ER 801 HL; Eastwood v Mag-
nox Electric (2005) 1 A.C. 503]. On this basis,
it may be so that the courts in Malaysia might
similarly extend the implied term of mutual
trust and confidence to cover unfair or bad faith
terminations and dismissals, although there is
as yet, no such decided case. In addition, if the
Philip Morris Case is taken to be persuasive
authority in the local context, the courts in Ma-
laysia may also be prepared to imply fairness
and good faith into contracts of employment
and employees may then have a cause of action
for damages against employers for termination
or dismissals made unfairly and/or in bad faith.

Does an employee have a legal right to claim
for a discretionary bonus under a contract of
employment in the event a dismissal is held to
be unfair and/or made in bad faith?

Generally, an employee is only entitled to re-
ceive payments under a contract of employment
where such payments have been expressed to
be guaranteed under the contract. A term in the
contract which grants the employer discretion
for example, to pay an employee a bonus does
not convert the payment of that bonus into a
contractual obligation. The position has been
similarly applied by English and Malaysian
courts to cases of unfair dismissals [see Walz v
Barings Services Ltd; Bajor v Citibank Interna-
tional plc (Queen’s Bench Division 19 Febru-
ary 1998, unreported); Bumiputra-Commerce
Bank Berhad v v Bumiputra-Commerce Bank
Berhad, Executive Staff Union Peninsular Ma-

laysia (Award No. 1855 of 2007) (Case No. 7/1
-1337/04)]. Based on this, where an employee
claims that an unfair dismissal and/or dismissal
in bad faith had deprived him/her the chance to
earn a discretionary bonus under a contract of
employment, Malaysian courts similar to the
Singapore Court in the Philip Morris Case, will
likely strike off such a case on the basis that it
is frivolous, vexatious and an abuse of process
of the court.

Conclusion

Transposing the facts and issues from the Philip
Morris Case into a Malaysian context, an em-
ployee in Malaysia may be able to sue an em-
ployer for damages for having been dismissed
in an unfair manner and/or in bad faith if the
Malaysian courts accept that implied terms of
fairness and good faith underlie the express
terms of  employment contracts. Although dam-
ages are currently only awarded for  breach of
contractual entitlements only, there is the possi-
bility that the courts could in future recognize
other forms of loss, such as a loss in employ-
ment prospects and loss arising from mental
distress, which have been accepted in other
common law jurisdictions, and might award
damages on such bases accordingly.

The importance of job security can be seen
from the fact that remedies for its impairment
can be sought whether through the statutory
provisions of the IRA or by bringing a common
law action for damages. The application of la-
bor practices not in conformity with proper
procedures can expose employers to the risk of
dismissal suits being brought against them, that
could result in huge payments to employees as
monetary compensation, not to mention the
reputational risk  to the employer. Employers
must therefore tread carefully when contem-
plating termination or dismissals. Care should
be taken to ensure that termination or dismissal
of employment is in accordance with contractu-
al terms, substantially justified, procedurally
fair and not tainted with bad faith or improper
motive.

Sharmitha Visvalingam
Associate
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Many airlines around the world have entered
into alliances or collaborative agreements with
the intent to explore opportunities to collaborate
on a broad range of areas in which all parties
will strive to complement each other’s busi-
nesses so as to leverage on their respective core
competencies and optimise efficiency for the
benefit of consumers and the airlines alike. This
collaboration is also partly driven by economic
consideration due to the rising fuel costs which
in turn has a negative impact on the profit mar-
gin. However, not all cost increases may be
passed down to consumers, as higher ticket
pricing may discourage some from travelling
which in turn, may result in excess capacity and
under-utilisation of  aircraft.

Such collaboration, however, has sparked con-
cerns that the tie-up may result in a monopoly
or anti-competitive behaviour. Many have ex-
pressed their worries that such collaboration
may result in less frequent flights, limit travel
options and cause a price hike in airfares
(hitherto enjoyed by consumers in the form of
low cost fares) since there is less competition or
no compelling reasons to keep the prices down.

Collaboration, however, does not take place
automatically just because the companies de-
cide to ink an agreement, as there are certain
checks and balances imposed on them. Accord-
ing to Transatlantic Airline Alliances: Competi-
tive Issues and Regulatory Approaches [2010],
a joint report issued by the European Commis-
sion and the United States Department of
Transportation (“Joint EU-US Report”), gener-
ally, a collaboration agreement that will have an
impact on the competition in a market would
only come into effect after a full competition
analysis by competition commissioners are
completed.

This article sets out to examine the competition
law issues that may arise from such collabora-
tion in the airline industry.

Competition Act 2010

The Malaysian Competition Act, passed by
Parliament in 2010 (the “Act”) is scheduled to
come into force on 1 January 2012. The Act
applies to any commercial activity by any com-
pany (including Government-linked companies)
within and outside Malaysia which affects com-
petition in any market in Malaysia. Generally,
competition law in most jurisdictions around

the world covers three main pillars, namely
prevention of anti-competitive agreements,
abuse of a dominant position, as well as ruling
against anti-competitive mergers and acquisi-
tions. Though the Act is similarly framed, it
does not, however, provide for regulation of
mergers and acquisitions which could be anti-
competitive. Notwithstanding that, the Govern-
ment has not ruled out the possibility of intro-
ducing the third pillar in the future.

Anti-Competitive Agreements

Section 4 of the Act prohibits horizontal and
vertical agreements between enterprises where
an agreement has the object or effect of signifi-
cantly preventing, restricting or distorting com-
petition in any market for goods or services.
Horizontal agreements which have the effect of
price-fixing, market sharing, limiting or con-
trolling production, market outlets or market
access, and bid rigging are deemed to be anti-
competitive agreements. Similarly, vertical
agreements, including tie-in arrangements and
exclusive dealings, which have the object of
setting up barriers of entry against new entrants
in a particular industry are also deemed anti-
competitive behaviour.

Abuse of a Dominant Position

Enterprises, as per Section 10 of the Act, are
prohibited from engaging in any conduct which
amounts to an abuse of a dominant position
such as by imposing unfair purchase or selling
prices, limiting or controlling production, mar-
ket outlets or market access, refusing to supply,
applying discriminatory conditions that dis-
courage new market entry, engaging in predato-
ry behaviour towards competitors, or buying up
scarce supplies in excess of the dominant enter-
prise’s own needs.

The Application of Competition Law to the
Airline Industry

In the airline industry, typical anti-competition
issues include global alliances, tariff coordina-
tion, code-sharing, price-fixing, airport capacity
and slots allocation, predatory pricing, frequent
flyer programmes, corporate discount schemes,
and travel agent commissions. These anti-
competition issues may arise from day-to-day
dealings with competitors, joint venture part-
ners, airport operators, suppliers, agents as well
as customers, and will likely come under the
scrutiny of competition authorities. In Laker
Airway Ltd v Department of Trade [1976] EW-
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CA Civ 10, the English court held that where
an Act of Parliament encourages competition, a
Minister may not have the discretion or power
to override the Act of Parliament.

In many countries, airlines have to seek permis-
sion and clearance from the competition author-
ities before they are allowed to form an alli-
ance. The authorities will consider the terms of
the agreement, the potential impact of the alli-
ance on the relevant markets as well as whether
the alliance would result in excessive market
dominance. The authorities in many jurisdic-
tions are generally supportive of alliances as
they would result in cost savings, better con-
nectivity and foster greater synergies between
the airlines, unless alliances would result in
elimination of competition (Joint EU-US Re-
port, paras 99-107). There is, however, a recent
finding that suggests that consumers do not
receive better cost savings as a result of an alli-
ance (Antitrust Immunity and International Air-
line Alliances, Economic Analysis Group Dis-
cussion Paper, Department of Justice, William
Gillespie and Oliver M. Richard [2011]).

Code sharing

Code-sharing is an arrangement between air-
lines where an operating airline allows the mar-
keting airline, as a code share partner, to market
and sell tickets on the operating airline’s
flights. While code-sharing agreements are gen-
erally permissible as they provide substantial
benefits to consumers (such as seamless con-
nections, greater network access and competi-
tive airfares), some code-sharing agreements
may give rise to anti-competitive concerns as
the multiple displays of code-shared flights on
computer screens, including that of the market-
ing airline, push down other airlines’ flights to
be displayed on the following screens which
may be missed by consumers searching for oth-
er flight options. Paul Stephen Dempsey in his
article entitled “Predation, Competition & Anti-
trust Law: Turbulence in the Airline Industry”
has commented that code sharing may also cov-
er comprehensive integration of marketing and
sharing of operational information that could
result in distortion of healthy competition prac-
tices. These concerns would probably not occur
where airlines operate in different market seg-
ments and use different business models.

In Europe and the US, exemptions have been
granted to a number of co-operation agreements
between airlines on the condition that the whole
arrangement benefits the customers of each
party by providing access to a wider range of
routes.

Price fixing

In the past few years, dozens of airlines around
the world have been slapped with hefty punish-
ments by competition authorities for involve-
ment in price-fixing cartels. For example, in
November 2010, 11 airlines were fined a total
of €799 million (about US$ 1.1 billion) by the
European Commission for fixing the price of
fuel and security surcharges on cargo flights
worldwide over a six year period from 1999
until 2006. In setting the level of the fines, the
Commission took into account the sales of the
companies involved in the market concerned,
the very serious nature of the infringement, the
EEA-wide scope of the cartel and its duration.
In some cases, airlines have received full im-
munity under the Commission Leniency Pro-
gramme for providing valuable information to
the Commission on anti-competitive cartel.

Abuse of a dominant position

Merely being in a dominant position is not un-
lawful; it is the abuse of a dominant position
that is prohibited under competition law.  Ex-
amples of an abuse of a dominant position in
the airline industry include: imposing exces-
sive, predatory, or discriminatory pricing, the
exclusive application of only one tariff on a
given route, offering discounts or commissions
with a view to excluding competitors from the
market, and refusing to supply or allow access
to essential facilities.

Predatory pricing

Predatory pricing is a huge concern amongst
the airlines in the fight for larger market share.
Predatory pricing is where a company sets the
price for its products or services below the cost
of producing or providing the products or ser-
vices in order to force its competitors to exit the
market. Once the competitor is eliminated, the
company will then raise its price to an exorbi-
tant level to recoup loss of revenue suffered
during its predatory pricing exercise.

However, in light of collaboration, it is unlikely
that there will be any predatory pricing between
collaborators. Instead, airfares for each airline
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will probably be aligned to complement each
other in their respective market segments.

Frequent flyer programmes

Frequent flyer programmes and corporate dis-
count schemes which have the effect of provid-
ing incentives to customers to stick to one par-
ticular airline or alliance may be viewed as cre-
ating an anti-competitive effect. However, con-
sumers could benefit from the programmes
since the air miles earned on an airline may
now be redeemed in travelling on an associate
airline that serves other destinations (Joint EU-
US Report, para 108).

Travel agent commissions

Similarly, travel agent commission agreements
or use of proprietary ticketing systems which
oblige travel agents to be dedicated to one par-
ticular airline, thus discouraging or barring
them from selling tickets for other airlines may
be anti-competitive behaviour and should gen-
erally be avoided. For example, in British Air-
ways plc v Commission of the European Com-
munities [2003] EUECJ T-219/99, British Air-
ways was found to have abused its dominant
position by operating a commission scheme
that had the effect of excluding British Air-
ways’ competitors from the UK markets for air
travel.

Conclusion

Some may take the view that collaboration ef-
fectively reduces or removes competition as
each airline will dominate a market segment
with no competitor in that segment. On the oth-
er hand, even with the collaboration, the air-
lines will continue to face competition from
each other and from other airlines in the mar-
ket, especially if consumers still have sufficient
options to fly with many other airlines in the
market.

However, collaboration need not necessarily be
a bad thing in itself. Collaboration could be
aimed at focusing on the core competency of
each airline and fostering closer ties between
the airlines so as to enable them to compete

with other big players in the industry. As such,
so long as the airlines comply with the applica-
ble laws, including competition law, the collab-
oration may eventually yield greater benefits to
consumers.

The International Chamber of Commerce in its
policy statement “Convergence of Competition
Law and Policy in the Field of Air Transport
With Special Reference to the EU-US Context”
has recognised that the trend of forming allianc-
es and other forms of cooperation among air-
lines is increasing and that it can be beneficial
to the industry and consumers. However, it also
felt that these cooperative agreements must be
subject to fair and objective competition rules
so as to create a stable and predictable legal
environment whilst, at the same, protecting the
rights and interests of other airlines and players
in the industry.

Under the Act, companies which are found to
have infringed any of the prohibitions may be
liable to a fine of up to 10% of their global rev-
enue for the period during which the infringe-
ment occurred. Directors and officers of the
company may also be severally and jointly lia-
ble to hefty fines and imprisonment. Despite
being separate legal entities, a parent company
and its subsidiaries will be considered as a sin-
gle enterprise if they form a single economic
unit within which the subsidiaries do not enjoy
real autonomy in determining their actions on
the market. Anyone who has suffered loss or
damage as a result of the infringement also has
the right to take civil action against the compa-
ny.

It will be interesting to see how the Act is en-
forced when it comes into effect on 1 January
2012. It is hoped that the competition commis-
sioners appointed under the Act will take a leaf
from the book of their European and American
counterparts to scrutinise anti-competitive be-
haviour in Malaysia. It will certainly be inter-
esting to observe how this will be applied to,
and will shape the airline industry in Malaysia
in the years to come.

Edwin Lee Yong Cieh (Associate); and
Dr. S. Nadarajah (Pupil in Chambers)
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Many a time, consumers are affected by unhealthy business
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new horizons for the legal jurisprudence in Malaysia.
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